126th Statistical Mechanics Conference

May 19-21

RU BUS TRANSPORTATION FROM UNIVERSITY INN TO CONFERENCE

DIRECTIONS FOR TAKING RU BUS SYSTEM FROM UNIVERSITY INN ON “DOUGLAS CAMPUS” TO THE “HILL CENTER” ON “BUSCH CAMPUS” WHERE THE CONFERENCE IS BEING HELD

SUNDAY:

Travel on Sunday 5/19 would be slightly problematic as the 'All Campuses' bus would not be running if participants need to get to/Hill Center by 8:30 AM and leaving the Hill Center by 9:00 PM. Ask the front desk of the University Inn if they have any cab numbers to call to arrange pickup and drop off at 110 Frelinghuysen Road, Hill Center, Room 114.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY:

Travel via the regular Summer buses is possible on Monday 5/20 and Tuesday 5/21. The closest bus stop in walking distance to the University Inn would be the “Gibbons” bus stop. The first bus in the morning that they could catch at Gibbons is the 'Summer 2' at around 7:22 AM; expecting to arrive to the Hill Center at around 7:53 AM. The next 'Summer 2' after that would be at around 7:52 AM and would not get to the Hill Center by 8:23 AM. The first 'Summer 1' in the morning arrives to Gibbons at 7:46 AM and would not get to the Hill Center until 8:11 AM; with the next Summer 1 not arriving to Gibbons until 8:16 AM and not getting to the Hill Center until 8:41 AM. This under the scenario that EVERYTHING is running on time and ALSO that all the buses started on time and in the right places (they're 'in trouble' the minute TransDev starts a bus late; especially if it's the first buses in the morning).

At night (to when they would expected to leave the Hill Center between 8:30-9:00 PM), the Summer 2 passes by the Hill Center at 7:53 PM, 8:23 PM, 8:53 PM and 9:23 PM, and the Summer 1 at 7:41 PM, 8:11 PM, 9:11 and 10:11 PM. Distance wise and based on how the runs are set up, the Summer 2 is faster getting back from the Hill Center to Douglass than the Summer 1; however both buses will eventually get from the Hill Center to Douglass one way or the other, again assuming nothing unusual going on.

Please call RU Department of Transportation at 848-932-7817 if you have any questions.